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Retirement Schemes Cater to Growing Elderly Population
According to the World Health Organisation
(WHO) South Africa’s elderly population is
projected to double by 2050. Their World Report
on Ageing and Health states that the proportion of
SA’s population aged 60 years or older will
double from 7.7% to 15.4% of the country’s
population over the next 35 years.
Currently, the number of South Africans 60 years
or older is around 4.2 million people. In 2050, this
figure will rise to more than 10 million. The
challenge of housing the more affluent sector of
SA’s growing elderly population has been taken
up with gusto by property developers around the
country whose focus is on retirement villages and
mature lifestyle estates.
Accommodation for the elderly is increasingly
moving away from nursing home style facilities
(old age homes) towards independent living.
Sectional-title retirement villages are certainly the
way to go for senior housing. Every sectional-title
development should be correctly structured at the
outset; with the rules written in such a way that
they are clear and enforceable.
This is
particularly critical in retirement schemes.
In a retirement development, buyers are often
investing their hard-earned life savings in the
property. Developers and Management may find
themselves dealing with difficult homeowners
who, having put all
their
investments
into the scheme,
may be inclined to
scrutinise
and
challenge
every
potential issue and
will have time on
their
hands
to
devote to this. It is
also
understood
that this probable
final move from
their
long
established home
to, more often than
not, a smaller unit is

a major change in
the
lives
of
elderly/retired
persons who have
taken this final
decision with a fair
amount
of
trepidation.
The rules must
stipulate exactly what facilities and services
elderly residents are receiving in addition to
accommodation. If there is a dining room for
residents, or a bus, this must be specified. The
details of any care offered must be outlined, with
details of exactly what is included and what is not.
Buyers must be informed of what the levy is and
whether there is a medical levy in addition to this.
Frail-care facilities are expensive to run and there
is a world-wide move toward preventative care in
development schemes with home-based care
options being offered.
The Developers of Oasis are to be congratulated
that all these requirements have been met from
inception and very little extra has to be done
when new blocks such as Palm d’Or come on
stream probably at the beginning of July 2016.
The Oasis Resort Property Owners Association
(ORPOA) is well established and all that is
required for a new block is that a Body Corporate
be registered, an inaugural meeting held and
Trustees appointed.
The Management and
Conduct Rules appertaining to the new block will
be the same as all the previous blocks/Body
Corporates.
In conclusion I do believe that Oasis Retirement
Resort is certainly something to be proud of with
all its facilities such as clubhouse, function room,
dining-room, coffee bar, library, bridge-room,
billiards-room, private lounges, heated pool,
sauna, steam-room, gym, art building, large
cinema screen as well as extensive wellmanicured gardens with running brooks, pools
and water features.

Jack Boddington - Editor

From the Manager’s Desk

I

t is nearly May with the days getting shorter
and the nights longer, but at least that horrid
south-easter wind is not blowing. Whilst I do
not enjoy the wind I have to admit that Cape
Town would be almost unbearable without it; the
smog and dust would be similar to that of some
areas in China and the Far East and we would be
forced to walk around with medical masks to
protect ourselves.
Hopefully now that the
construction of Mayfair in front of Palm Springs
and Palm Grove is almost finished and the first
residents are moving in we might have less of a
dust problem than we experienced in the last
year.

Centre and entered apartment G02 in Palm
Springs who unfortunately had left their door open
all night. Certain items were stolen and the police
informed. When the intruder saw our Concierge
doing his patrol he then left the complex.

Redecoration of Palm
Springs and Palm Grove
By the time that you read
this copy of Nexus, Palm
Springs
should
be
complete and Palm Grove
well under way. We had a
meeting
with
the
contractor, GVK and advised them that we were
very unhappy with the time taken to finish Palm
Springs. We stated that we would postpone the
painting of Palm Grove until after the rainy
season as we did not want them delaying the
whole process due to bad weather. After further
discussions it was agreed that they would bring
another team of 22 painters on site and that the
job would be completed between 8 to 12 weeks
commencing during the last week of March.
Another method of speeding up the process was
that the extra painters would repair and paint the
ground and first floors using ladders while the
upper floors will continue by erecting scaffolding.
This is proving most satisfactory.

Our Concierges have been instructed to spend
more time patrolling this area until the fence is
installed, but we also request residents to be
security conscious and ensure that all doors and
windows are locked.

Intruder in Oasis Complex
With all the building and
painting
operations
in
progress in and around our
complex we have instructed
our Concierges to be ultra
observant when on duty at
night. This being the case
we still regret to advise that
an intruder entered our
complex at 4am on Saturday, 19 th March. He
entered the Care Centre by means of a door that
was left unlocked and stole a monitor which was
subsequently recovered. He then exited the Care
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We have examined all our CCTV cameras, but
cannot establish his point of entry into the
complex. We have a suspicion that he came over
the fence along Ratanga Road and over the
berm. This area has been considered as a
possible weak link in our security with the result
that we have obtained quotes for additional
security fencing along Ratanga Road.

New equipment being installed for signing in
procedure
Another security measure
is to be installed on Friday,
22nd April 2016 when a
new signing-in system will
be introduced. This will be
a big improvement on the
hand written sheets that
visitors and contractors fill
in when visiting our
complex.
A scanning device will record all
vehicles of visitors and contractors and produce
accurate and detailed information to assist
management.
We will begin with the installation at the Main
Gate and later when Mayfair is complete we will
fix up the Old Gate near the Care Centre and
install a second unit there. At the moment 72% of
the vehicles entering Oasis are bound for the
Care Centre and this is causing congestion at the
Main Gate. The Old Gate will therefore be
allocated to the Care Centre traffic which will
certainly help the Main Gate when Palm d’Or
comes on stream in July.
In time all staff and outside chars/maids/careers
will be given a special card to use to enter and
exit the complex. This will also be another
positive security measure to be monitored by
management.
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and trimming. We have also cleared an
area next to the Main Entrance that was
unattractive and planted more lawn.
I must reiterate though that I was most
disappointed on my inspection round this
morning when I noticed doggie poo on
our beautiful lawn outside the entrance
to the clubhouse. I once again beseech
dog owners to use the poo bags that we
supply as it is not the duty of my
gardeners to pick it up. There is nothing
worse than seeing a lovely manicured
lawn with a dog poo thereon.
Oasis resident and her family members enjoying the gardens.
Gardens
As and when the scaffolding is removed by the
painting contractors we are beginning to upgrade
the damaged areas around Palm Springs. New
plants are being purchased and some areas are
being redesigned where the gardens have
increased in size over the years due to cutting

Quote from Steve Henderson: “A hero is
an ordinary person who performs an ordinary
task in an extraordinary situation.”
Keep smiling!

Jack Boddington
General Manager

Contributed by
Ani Schneider PR 902

OASIS RAINFALL CORNER
MONTH
2016
January
February
March

(mm’s)
11.0
4.5
44.8

L/T AVE
MONTH
15.0
17.0
20.0

YTD

L/T AVE YTD

11.0
15.5
60.3

15.0
32.0
52.0

Rainfall in March improved. The demise of El Nino should lead to better rainfall
in South Africa, especially in the eastern half. There is a fair possibility that La Nina
conditions could develop by the end of winter. Let us hope so because dams in the
Western Cape will need above average rainfall to recover from their current 31% level.
These readings are kindly supplied by Tony Ross of Palm Springs 901
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William’s Words

W

e have started upgrading the panic
button system at Palm Springs and Palm
Grove and hope to have the works
concluded soon. When we
issue residents with new
buttons, we will request
that you hand over the old
buttons. This will ensure
that there is no confusion
between the old and the
new system.

We hope that by the time you read this, that our
Main Entrance signs will be completed and
installed. This will assist with the vast amount of
traffic passing the gate, as one section will be
allocated to visitors and contractors and another
for residents, thereby allowing our residents to
have free flowing traffic at all times.
The window cleaners have been busy for a while
at Oasis. A reminder is that they only work when
the weather conditions allow it, hence the feeling
that they sometimes
take
a
while.
Nevertheless,
they
remain
of
good
service to Oasis and
still ensure a good
rate for the overall
works.
Most residents have been notified about the new
signing-in procedures for Oasis, as per a letter
sent out by our managing agents, Property Café.
As with any new system, we expect teething
problems until it is properly practiced by all. We
will be focusing on the visitors and contractors for
now, until our staff familiarise themselves with the
new equipment and the procedure itself. Then
we will focus on permanent
staff members. Please be
assured, that until we are
totally comfortable with the
system, that we will not
turn people away. We will
ask our staff to check with
management first, regards
any uncertainties they have with visitors coming
through. Please bear with us during this process
and advise your visitors accordingly, as this will
help. Change is hard, but from a technology point
of view, this is the way forward.
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Due to a few incidents of late
in and around Century City
(Oasis as well), we want to
implore residents to always be
vigilant and alert (locking front
doors & closing of windows at
nights, especially if you are on the ground or first
floors), reporting anything out of the ordinary to
your Concierges to investigate. Also, you are
welcome to phone CCPOA Emergency Ops
Room on 021 2021000 or 021 5520289 should an
incident appear serious and by doing so cases
can be investigated by them, creating an overall
awareness amongst all. Times are hard and
criminal elements are more brazen than ever. We
have identified our boundary fence on Ratanga
Road as one of our weak spots and have
increased patrols in this area, until a more
permanent solution can be found.
We appreciate the positive
feedback from all regarding the
dog enclosure behind the gym
area and a special thanks
should go out to Mr and Mrs
Dickinson, who initiated the
idea. With this said, residents
now have an area to let your
pets run free. We remind all
pet owners that their dogs must
be on their leads throughout the rest of the
premises and to pick up their own dog mess. We
supply poo bags which residents can collect from
your concierge desks as you go on your rounds.
Residents are reminded
that we only issue two
access
cards
per
apartment and that these
cards are intended for
residents only, not for
family members or friends living away from the
premises. We will only issue new cards, once we
have removed the lost or broken card from the
system. The cost of replacement or damaged
cards is now R250. Covers are a good idea, and
can be bought at Barksole at Canal Walk, as this
will ensure that your card is protected. For
obvious security reasons, we do not recommend
that people leave these cards lying around in your
vehicles.
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We
are
continuing to
book dates for
moving
in
days at Palm
D’Or and they
are filling up
rapidly. Raynard (Rabie) advised that these
dates are on condition that it goes well with the
City of Cape Town and the final inspections.
They will send out correspondence at the end of
April which will give a clearer indication. They will
endeavour to meet these dates and will start
handing over to the clients as soon as they have
the certificates in hand. As there is only one
movers’ lift, we only accept one booking a day for
moving in.

Just for laughs – A man's logic
A couple wants a divorce, but first they must
decide who will be the main guardian of their
child. The jury asks both the man and woman for
a reason why they should be the one to keep the
child. So the jury asks the woman first.
She says, “Well, I carried this child around in my
stomach for nine months and I had to go through
a painful birth process, this is my child and apart
of me.”
The jury is impressed and then turns to ask the
man the same question. The man replies, “Ok, I
take a coin and put it in the drink machine and a
drink comes out, now tell me who does the drink
belong to me or the machine.” …..
Regards,

William

Our Fellow Feathered Friends
Permanent residents of Oasis …

Enjoying a sundowner!

Contributed by
John Chapman - Rabie

Photographed by Judy Els
102 Palm Springs
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Movies to share with friends
These are movies which we have seen and enjoyed at Canal Walk, Cavendish
and the Waterfront, but we are not necessarily rating them.
REMEMBER (95 minutes; released 18th March 2016)
The cast includes Christopher Plummer, Dean Norris, Martin
Landau, Bruno Ganz and Jurgen Prochnow. The actors are
brilliant in this gripping thriller. Zev Guttman, a 90 year-old
holocaust survivor who suffers from dementia, with the aid of a
fellow Auschwitz survivor and a hand-written letter, sets off on a
cross-continent road trip to exact a long-awaited revenge on the
Nazi guard who murdered his family 70 years earlier. He
inadvertently discovers the man who is living in America under an
assumed identity. What follows is a remarkable journey with
surprising consequences.
RISEN

(107
minutes;
released
18th March 2016)

This epic Bible
story
of
the
Resurrection
is
directed by Kevin
Reynolds and the
cast
comprises
Joseph Fiennes, Tom Felton, Peter Firth and Cliff Curtis.
In 33 AD a powerful Roman military tribune in Judea,
Clavius and his aide Lucius, are tasked with the mystery of
what happened to Jesus in the weeks following the
crucifixion,
hoping
to
disprove
the
rumours of a
risen Messiah and prevent an uprising in Jerusalem. The
producers handle the biblical story respectfully while taking
creative license through the eyes of the sceptical Clavius.
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING 2 (94 minutes; released 25th March
2016)

This comedy directed by Kirk Jones has a large cast including Nia
Vardalos, John Corbett, Michael Constantine, Andrea Martin, Ian
Gomez and Lainie Kazan. Most of the original cast and crew are
back. After spending most of their time focusing on their troubling
teenager daughter, mother and father, Toula and Ian, are facing
marital problems while also having to deal with yet another Greek
wedding - only this time even bigger and fatter.

Dudley and Melda Schroeder
Nexus – April 2016
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NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE
n Thursday 7th April at 3pm invited guests
streamed into The Oasis for the launch of
the 5th block due to be built in the resort Palm Brook. There was a frenzy of activity as
serious purchasers sought out the apartment of
their choice and by the end of the afternoon we
had sold a record number of 10 units in 3 hours.

O

The resale market
has also kept us very
busy.
Each new
launch
attracts
buyers to Oasis who
wish
to
rather
purchase for more
immediate
occupation.
We
currently have 3 re-sale deals under negotiation
and there is very little re-sale stock available at
Oasis.
All of the above once again proves the point that
The Oasis is, by far, the most desirable retirement
resort in Cape Town.

The activity has not stopped and by the following
Tuesday 3 more apartments were signed up
making a total of 13 sold at a value of close to
R69 000 000. We have a number of apartments
reserved for serious buyers who are hoping to
sign as soon as they have their finances in order.
Everyone involved in developing The Oasis
Resort is thrilled with what can only be described
as an incredibly successful launch.

We welcome:
Mrs Gautier in PG 403
Mrs Dierks in PG 506
Mr and Mrs Anderson in PS 206
I am sure you will all agree that the newcomers
are going to be very happy in their new homes.
They will be looking forward to meeting a lot of
new friends. Please make them feel welcome!
Regards,

Cindy, Linda & Lorenda
OASIS APARTMENT SALES

Hearing Problems
Morris, an 82 year old man,
went to the doctor to get a
physical. A few days later, the
doctor saw Morris walking down the street
with a gorgeous young woman on his arm.

Contributed by both:
Denise Jeffery PR G02 & Sham Moodliar PS 301
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A couple of days later, the doctor spoke to
Morris and said, “You're really doing great,
aren't you?”
Morris replied, “Just doing what you said,
Doc - Get a hot mamma and be cheerful.”
The doctor said, “I didn't say that … I said:
You've got a heart murmur; be careful.”
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Entertainment for All

W

e have a very full program for the
coming couple of months and it so
heartening that so many of our residents
are taking advantage of our outings. Our monthly
Open Day is also well patronized and it is lovely
to see all our new residents joining us.
Remember it is every 2nd Tuesday of the month.

We have had a big response to our visit to the
Hotel School in Greenpoint. There will be an a la
carte menu prepared by the hotel students. A
very good meal can be expected.
We have also planned for
the tour of the Coco Cola
factory. Afterward we will
have a lunch at the
Harlequin Restaurant - a
very well established Italian
restaurant.

In April we had Phillip Boyd who gave us a very
well received talk on his career in the ballet world
and his life’s work of encouraging ballet for
disadvantaged children. He is an inspirational
man.
Our speaker in May is Liz
Linsell. She is part of the
Red Cross Children’s
Hospital and wants to
thank
Oasis
for
the
generous contribution we made to the hospital.
The proceeds from the Craft Market that we had
late last year were donated to the hospital.
We had an exceptional visit to Solms Delta with a
delightful young tour guide who gave us the
history of this socially active wine farm. They
have a marvellous program helping their
community building a better life. The ancient
excavations were an added interest for the day.
This is a wine farm with a difference.
Our next visit to a wine
farm will be early in
June to Beyerskloof.
They specialize with
their
Pinotage
Hamburger.
This is
sure to be a lovely day
in our beautiful wine
country.

We have also planned a visit to the Chevonnes
Battery Museum. This is a most interesting
archaeological site situated in the Clock Tower
complex. How many of you even know about this
extensive historical site? They also have an
Underwater Photographer of the Year 2016
exhibition
situated in the
museum
and
this will be part
of our outing.
And as usual
we will have a
lunch after the
tour.
Our special event in June will be Hein Benz on
the piano. He is one of our residents and he will
entertain us with a ‘Sing Along and Karaoke
evening’ in the Function Room. Everyone is
invited to join us for a wonderful evening singing
and having a great time. Snacks will be served
and a cash bar will be in operation.
By Faye Solomon

By all means, marry. If you get a good wife, you'll become
happy; if you get a bad one, you'll become a philosopher.
~ Socrates ~

Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit.
Wisdom is not using it in a fruit salad.
Contributed by Molly Kretzmer – PR 101
Nexus – April 2016
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Entertainment for All – May/June Calendar


Tuesday, 10th May

Open Meeting: Liz Linsell – Red Cross Children’s Hospital
Stories of hope & healing
Meet at the Clubhouse at 10am for 10:30am.

(Bookings for all outings taken at 10am) R5 entrance.


Thursday, 19th May

Hotel School Restaurant in Greenpoint (a la carte menu)
Meet at the Clubhouse at 11:30am
Transport R20



Thursday, 26th May

Tour of the Coca Cola Factory & lunch at Harlequin Restaurant
Meet at the Clubhouse at 10:15am
Transport R20



Saturday, 4th June

Beyerskloof – lunch with their famous Pinotage Hamburger
Meet at the Clubhouse at 11:15am
Transport R30



Tuesday, 21st June

Chevonnes Battery Museum with underwater photographic exhib
Lunch at Clocktower restaurant
Transport R20 & tickets R50



Wednesday, 29th June

Karoake & Sing Along – Hein Benz at the piano
At the Clubhouse at 7pm
Snacks provided
R5 entrance

PILL POPPING!
A row of bottles on my shelf
Caused me to analyze myself.
One yellow pill I have to pop
Goes to my heart so it won't stop.
A little white one that I take
Goes to my hands so they won't shake.
The blue ones that I use a lot
Tell me I'm happy when I'm not.
The purple pill goes to my brain
And tells me that I have no pain.
The capsules tell me not to wheeze
Or cough or choke or even sneeze.
The red ones, smallest of them all
Go to my blood so I won't fall.
The orange ones, very big and bright
Prevent my leg cramps in the night.
Such an array of brilliant pills
Helping to cure all kinds of ills.
But what I'd really like to know,
Is what tells each one where to go!
From Heather Bishop – PG 409
Nexus – April 2016
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Enjoy the New Tastes of
our City

A

number of exciting new eateries are now
open in Century City Square, a new mixed
use precinct bounded by Sable and
Ratanga Roads, with others due to open shortly.
Nearing completion, Century City Square is set
to become the new commercial and hospitality
hub of our city within a city. It comprises of not
just restaurants, but also a 1200 seat
Conference Centre, a 125 room hotel, offices, 51
apartments and showrooms all set around a
public square. Three restaurants/coffee shops
are already open with two others scheduled to
open in May.
The Square Café and Wine Bar in the Century
City Hotel offers delectable fare for breakfast,
lunch or dinner in elegant surrounds. Square
Café is running a daily happy hour from 5pm to
7pm where you can buy a house wine or craft
beer and get a second one free. In addition, on
Thursday evenings from 6pm – 8pm there is live
music to entertain patrons.
Then there are Café Frank and Seattle Coffee
which are both open for breakfast and lunch and
are rapidly building loyal clientele. Café Frank
serves wholesome, fresh, light meals and if you
have not yet tasted their freshly baked chicken
and
leek
or
venison pie in
phyllo pastry you
do not know what
you are missing.
Seattle
Coffee,
which is situated
on the doorstep of

the Century City Conference Centre, also offers
light meals, biscuits and muffins, much of which is
baked daily on the premises.
Coming soon are Tiger’s Milk and Punjab Wok.
Famed for its array of draft craft beer, pizzas, ribs
and burgers, Tiger’s Milk, with its eye-catching
interior, is the largest of the restaurant offerings in
the Square. As with its sister restaurants in the
CBD and Muizenberg, Tiger’s Milk is expected to
become a trendy and popular lunch, sundowner
and dinner venue and to be particularly lively in
the evening. Last, but not least, is Punjab Wok
offering an explosion of Indian and Oriental
flavours as well as sushi. This too is due to open
in May.
So whatever your mood or your palate, there is
no doubt you will shortly be spoilt for choice! And
there is plenty of parking right on site in a
basement parking garage accessed from Energy
Lane. If you park in the red zone you can take
the stairs to the ground level right in the heart of
The Square.

Contributed by
Alan Weinrib – PG
601
1. Where is the world famous rooster named Cornelius found?
2. Which island country has the highest number of snake bite fatalities
each year?
3. What were the last two letters added to the English alphabet>
4. Which two ingredients are mixed to create a ganache?
5. Which Oscar winning film holds the record with more than 300 000
people used as extras?
6. Which sport was originally called whiff-whaff late 19th century?
7. What is apple brandy called in Normandy?
8. Name the two countries in the world with the most nuclear reactors?

BRAIN GYM
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CARE CENTRE CORNER
Launch of Home Care at Oasis

W

ith
the
Oasis
Retirement Resort
family
growing
apace, it has become clear
that now is the time to
extend the range of care
services to our apartment
dwellers. Adding a Home
Care component to the
services the Care Centre currently offers
demands thorough planning in order to minimize
the growing pains of such a service. Many hours
have been spent going through procedures and
pre-empting potential issues. We have also
engaged a consultant, Dr Annemarie Bruwer, to
assist us. Dr Bruwer is an expert, who has over
the past few years advised the Department of
Social Development on standards and regulations
to ensure the best practice in licensed Care
Facilities throughout the Cape Province.

Tea will be served.
Please RSVP on
the booking sheet at the Oasis Clubhouse, so
that we can plan how to set up the venue.

We invite apartment residents to an introductory:

Sr. Deneil Lehmann, Lizzie & Sr.
Mariana

Briefing and Q&A on Home Care Services
Thursday 5th May
10.30 am
Oasis Clubhouse

We will run a Home Care pilot project for the
months of June, July and August. This will
enable us to identify areas of concern and to
assess the further growth potential of the service.
We might not yet be 100% familiar with the Home
Care business, but at the core of this lies our
absolute commitment to providing excellent care.
Please contact Sr
Deneil Lehmann if
you would like to take
part in the Home
Care pilot project.
Kind regards … and see you at the Home Care
Talk

Grand opening of the Oasis Canine Resort
Sheeba having a
rest after play
school.

Mom's and children meet at
Oasis Canine Resort.

Our happy families - Gemma
and Duke at Playschool Oasis

Photographs taken by Judy Els – PS 102
Nexus – April 2016
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May Timetable
Sunday
1
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

Monday
2
PUBLIC
HOLIDAY

Tuesday
3
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

Wednesday
4
10h00 Bible
Discussion

Thursday

8
12 noon
MOTHERS
DAY
LUNCH

9
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

19h00 Opera
DVD

15
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

16
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

11
10h00 Bible
Discussion
9h00
Dept. Social
Dev - 20 ppl

18
10h00 Bible
Discussion

19h00 Movie
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie
22
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

23
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

19h00 Opera
DVD
29
12 noon
Formal Sunday
Lunch

24
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie

30
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk
10h00 Art

31
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

19h00 Movie
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie

25
10h00 Bible
Discussion
12h00
BRAAI

Saturday

5
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

6
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

7
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

12
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

13
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00
14
Restaurant
Closed

19h00 Movie
14h00 Bridge
19h00 Movie
10
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
9h00 Care
Private - 20 ppl
10h00
Entertainment
Group
19h00 Movie
17
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics

Friday

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00

19
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
11h30 Outing
to Hotel
School

20
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

21
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00

26
7h00 Water
Aerobics
8h00 Water
Aerobics
10h15 Outing
to Coco Cola
Factory tour

27
9h00 Bus to
Canal Walk

28
Restaurant
Closed

14h00 Social &
Handcraft

Coffee Bar
open from
10h00 to
18h00

BRAIN GYM ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

On the Kellogg’s boxes
Sri Lanka
J and U
Chocolate & cream
Gandhi
Table tennis
Calvados
USA & France

PLEASE NOTE: The restaurant is always open to residents, except on Saturdays and Public Holidays,
although the timetable might show a private function.
Nexus – April 2016
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